
CUSTOMER CASE STUDY

A Top-ranked Customer Experience and 
Contact Center Solutions Provider 
Boosted Their Opportunity-Win 
rate to 61%

Our client is a provider of customer experience solutions and call 
center technologies based in California, USA. It sells both cloud-based 
and on-premises software. One of its products is the world's leading 
public cloud contact center platform, designed for rapid innovation, 
scalability and flexibility.

It is headquartered in Daly City, California, and has offices in Canada, 
Latin America, Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia, and Australia. It 
has employees in over 100 countries across six continents.
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The Situation

Missing, Incorrect, and Unverified Data
Most of the contact data were generated from events, websites, and social media; and it had a tendency to be 
inaccurate with important details missing. Another challenge our client faced was that they relied on data 
providers who would provide leads in bulk lists which were unverified and often inaccurate. Furthermore, the 
client realized that other traditional data sources lacked intelligence, accountability, and accuracy.

Sales and marketing reps were 
spending days on menial tasks 
like searching and processing 
lead data.

Their existing data providers 
had minimal data coverage 
outside of North America.

Outdated information was 
regularly costing them valuable 
time, and at times, even a sale.

Wastage of Valuable Time and Resources
Their sales and marketing teams were spending a lot of time doing menial tasks like researching and 
processing lead data. Slow and manual lead processing meant the team wasn’t able to follow up with new 
contacts for weeks. Their team needed to get new and high-quality leads back into their workflow as quickly as 
possible.

Lack of Global Business Intelligence
They wanted to improve their potential for expansion and growth outside of North America. There were 
multiple other fast-growing, yet less competitive markets they could tap into. But most of their existing data 
providers had minimal data coverage outside of North America. Their contact and company databases were 
made up of domestic leads.

Outdated CRM Records with High Duplication
In a dynamic business environment, our client's teams were finding it difficult to keep their CRM data updated. 
Outdated CRM data was regularly costing them valuable time, and at times, even a sale. Additionally, their 
database was plagued by duplicate records. They were evaluating a few solutions that could identify duplicates 
and perform deduplication.
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SLA Guaranteed, 100% Accurate Contact Data

SMARTe delivered high quality customized global data which comprised 143000+ contacts. These contacts were 

100% accurate and phone-verified using a combination of technology and human intelligence. The database had 

custom-built GDPR-compliant and double opt-in company data and customer data, with verified emails and 

direct-dial phone numbers across different geographies.

Delivered High-Quality Global Business Intelligence

We provided detailed intelligence and comprehensive profiles of the most important decision-makers and 

organizations in EMEA and APAC. These profiles also had insights about levels, functions, and technologies 

installed.

Advanced Data Enrichment Solutions

We converted their minimal lead data into detailed records by appending relevant and accurate data. We provided 

all kinds of information that included everything from location and social profiles to size and revenue of 

companies. Our data audit and enrichment solutions corrected faulty records, performed deduplications, and 

ensured that the data provided was accurate and effective.

Over the last 7 years, SMARTe has been providing us with great quality data which has helped our sales folks spend less

time on researching and more on sales! Our opportunity to win ratio has increased from 12% to 61%.

-  Director-Marketing, USA

100% Accurate Data

Verified Direct Dials

GDPR Compliant Data

Data Enrichment
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The Result

www.smarteinc.com

143K+
high-quality leads delivered

12K+
leads engaged

2K+
new opportunities generated every year

85K+
contacts enriched


